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by a certain magnetic appeal to our sympathy, by its
delicate chiaroscuro of flitting poetic moods, suddenly
becomes a dull chronicle. The chapters seem to have
become intolerably long. And yet the new milieu to
which Heinrich is transferred, where he lives as an
artist among artists in Munich, ought intrinsically to
be more interesting to the general reader than the
provinciality amidst which his childhood is passed.
He assists, for instance, at a " Niirnberg " festival,
which is described at great length, but how differently
from the analogous festival in the second volume,
where Tel/is performed ! That had been for Heinrich
a great living experience, and the reader is made to
live through it with him; but the Munich festival,
which, as a matter of fact, had taken place some
months before Keller himself came to Munich, is
tedious in its detail and inadequately welded with the
story. Keller had himself lived the life of an art
student in Munich, but he fails to transfer his experi-
ences to paper; he conveys to us nothing of the
atmosphere of Bavarian bohemianism ; his Heinrich
seems to stand apart from it all, and can only drily
relate his share in it. He makes two friends, the
painters Lys and Erikson, who represent in different
ways that failure to achieve success which the hero
himself is to experience. No doubt they were, to
some extent, modelled on real friends ; but they are
only shadows—more so than Anna and Judith in the
earlier part—merely literary creations that might have
been imitated from Morike's novel, Maler Nolten,
were it not that Keller assures us he did not read that
book until 1876.* Lys and Erikson become involved
in their love affairs, which are told at excessive length,
and Heinrich champions, even to the extent of a
challenge to a duel, Lys's mistress, Agnes. Then
Heinrich's friends leave Munich and he is alone; and so
1 In his excellent study, Der griine Heinricb als Kiinstlerroman, Stuttgart,
1919, p. 72, Paul Schaffner suggests that the undeniable similarities between
Maler Noltm and Der griine Heinrich were due to the fact that both books
were influenced by Jean PauFs Titan*

